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SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Faculty Gains
Seven Teachers

SEPTEMBER 25, 1958

Student Association,
Dr. Benson Agree
Cooperation Is Key

Plans and methods for the utilization of spirit and
action were discussed. Saturday evening when Dr. and
Mrs. Benson held a dinner conference with the Student·
Council and Cabinet in the Empire Room.
After dining, Dr. Benson delivered a speech pertainFive new teachers joined the
"Tragedy on the highways" ing to the relationship between the Administration and •
Harding college faculty this year, claimed the life of a Harding the students. He expressP.rl a desire for the complete
and two former members restudent during the summer -------------Q~ooperation of these bodies.
turned after leave of absence.
He also insists that communica-

Sophomcre ·Killed
In Auto Accident
months.

New in the English department
is Robert S. Brown, assistant
professor. Mr. Brown is filling
the vacancy left by Mr. James
Atteberry who is on leave of
absence while working on his
Ph.D. degree at the University
of' Texas.

Big Sisters instruct new co-eds.

Big Sisters Help "Break Ice"
For Freshmen Girls on Campus
Big Sisters have played an
important part in introducing
freshmen girls and transfer students to the Harding campus
during the past three weeks.
Each new arrival was welcome<!
by her Big Sister who helped
her move into her room, get
acquainted with other girls, and
feel at home.
The work of the 1958-59 Bir
Sisters began about three month:::
before the beginning of the current school year. Last May, Mrs
Inez Pickens, Dean of Women
"' and the directors of the women'£
dormitories selected nineteen
girls from applications that hac'
been received. As a general rule
future sophomores are chosen
since it is felt that they car
remember and understand the
problems of freshmen best. However, two senior girls were se·
lected to be in charge of transfe1
students.
Each girl was appointed fro:rr
five to ten Little Sisters, witl
whom she corresponded durin'
the summer, answering questiom
and trying to present a picturr
of college life. This fall, the
Big Sisters arrived about twc
days early, so they could have
their own rooms in order and be
re~dy to help the new girls.
After the rush of arrivals,
another phase of Big Sister work
began. They wer·e in charge of
the annual All Girls' Meeting,
September 10, showing different
aspects of life at Harding and
explaining the rules.
The Big Sisters will continue
to function throughout the year,

Frosh Get Acquainted
- At Saturday Night Party
Members of the freshman class
gathered in the gym for the
Annual Freshman Party, Saturday night at 6:15, sponsored by
the Student Association. Thf'
faculty sponsor was Dr. Clark
Stevens. The event, planned and
executed solely by freshmen, waf
attended by approximately 15C
students.
Shouts such as these were
heard from the group, "Are you
from Memphis?", "Who drives a
blue Ford?", "Is your roommate
from Texas?" These and otlfer
such questions were asked on a
questionaire each freshman had
to conduct as a means of getting
acquainted.
After the mixer, groups were
formed for a scavenger hunt and
the dorms were invaded in search
of rebel flags, Mad magazines,
Confederate money and such like.
A prize was awarded to the
winners and refreshments were
served.
Don Berryhill headed the freshman committee responsible for
planning the party. Members of
the committee were Hilda Porter, Georgie Claypool, Peggy
Hinds, John Flint, Jack Klein,
and Larry Hands.

* * • * • * • •
although their main work has
been completed. Mrs. Pickens;
Mrs. Audean Baldwin, director of
Cathcart Hall; Mrs. Ila Tulloss,
director of West Hall; and Mrs.
Pete Ward, director of East
Hall express their appreciation
for the spirit of cooperation and
helpfulness which made this
year's program successful.
Perhaps that spirit is best
summed up in the statement
:nade by Shirley Richardson,
::hairman of the Big Sisters, "I
think we all enjoyed the oppor~unity of meeting the new girls.
We hope that we were able to
fielp them in adjusting to the
·outine of college life. "

Dewayne Wright, a sophomore
at Harding last spring, was killed
in a traffic accident August 21
near Helana, Mont. He was on
his way to Washington to be
married to Miss Mary Kay Eshelmas.

Mr. Brown completed his B.A.
Wright, born June 19, 193,3 ,
degree at Harding and his Mas- is survived by his parents Mr.
ter's degree at the l,Jniversity of and Mrs. Jesse Wright and a
Arkansas in 1958.
brother, Harl, of Detroit, Mich.
He was graduated from Piggott
Miss Joyce Riggs, graduate of High School in 1951.
Friends University, is the · new
instructor in physical education.
At Harding he was a member
Miss Riggs has been teaching of the Cavalier social club.
physical .education at Southeastern High School in Wichita, Kansas for the past two years. As speech correctionist for the public
director of the women's intra- schools there. Work on his Masmurals, Miss Riggs is introducing ter's degree was completed at the
a new type of program this year. University of Illinois after obtaining his Bachelor's degree at
Harold Bowie holds the posi- Harding.
tion of coordinator of student
employment this year. He plans
Miss Mildred L. Bell and E.
next year to teach full time in Glen Fulbright, both former
the educational department.
mei;nbers of the faculty, have
He obtained his M.S. degree at returned after a leave of abthe University of Arkansas, and sence.
has taught vocational agriculture
Miss Bell taught home econofor three years in the Lonoke,
mies here from 1952 through
Arkansas, high school.
1954. She has attended the
Robert Helsten is now as- the University of Minnesota for
sistant Professor of Bible and the past four years working toGreek, having preached for the ward her Ph.D. degree in textiles.
downtown Searcy Church of She is returning to the home
Christ for two years. He also economics department as astaught in a Christian school in sistant Professor.
Germany for six years.
His
Mr. Fulbright was an instrucMaster's degree was obtained at tor in music from 1950 to 1956 _
Harding.
He has been working toward his
· · d Doctor's degree for the past two
I GI
W d h
e
enn
ar
as JOine
th eDoy
speech department as assis- years at the University of Intant Professor. He spent one diana. He returns as assistant
year in Champaign, Illinois as a Professor of music.

For Heart Throbs · =-----------------------------Are you wondering who that
new girl is that you pass going
to your 10:40 class? Is your
heart throbbing over that
transfer student from Central
Christian whom you haven't
had a· chance to meet? Your
problems are now solved.
Watch for the picture display
of all Harding students which
has been made possible by the
social clubs and your Student
Association.

Campus Talent Releases Records

Though the statement, "At
Hardin"g we sing" has become
trite, it is still nonetheless true.
For anyone who wishes to sing
there is afforded an opportunity
in the a cappella chorus, chorale,
or the informal hymn sings held
around the lily pool. Occasionally, however, there may be an individual who goes even further
and enters the professional field.
Just such a person is Don Mc\.f d" A
d LLD
Larey of Okay, Ark. Don, who
ar ing war S
prefers to be called "Butch," is
To George Kendall
a recording artist for Kliff RecHarding College awarded an ords of Gainesville, Tex.
'i.onorary Doctor of Laws degree
1;o Mr. George Kendall of the
While he was in the seventh
Washington National Insurance grade, he began singing and playCo. during the first chapel service, ing the guitar for school proSept. 12.
grams. Then, in 1954, he formec
In presenting the degree, Dr. a duet with his sister, Myra, and
';eorge S. Benson stated "because they toured southwest Arkansas
1f your outstanding and success- on a political campaign.
:ul business leadership and your
The Mello Macs, a vocal backnany contributions to human
welfare, Harding College presents ing group, was formed by some
friends and relatives, and Butch
you with this degree."
Dr. Benson told in his intro- sang with them for a while. After
foction how Mr. Kendall had they disbanded, he went on as a
>tarted an insurance company in soloist, performing for stage
1911 to serve low income fami- shows and rodeos. Beginning in
' ies, and how Mr. Kendall had the spring of 1957, he sang on a
·1 sed a bicycle as a means of con- weekly radio and stage show from
tacting policy holders and pro- Texarkana until last spring.
3pects.
It was about this time that he
Since that time the National heard of the "Grand Ole Opry"
Washington Insurance Co. has talent search. He entered, anc
5I'OWn into an operation which with his imitations of leading
carries one and three-quarters country and western singers a:::
billion dollars in insurance. Al- well as a few of his own numthough now in retirement, Mr. bers, he. became a semi-finalist in
Kendall serves as chairman of the nationwide contest.
the executive committee.
While visiting his brother in
A luncheon was given in the
Empire Room for Mr. Kendall and Gainesville, Tex., this summer,
his son, G. Preston Kendall, exe- Butch heard of the Kliff Recordcutive vice-president and secn~- ing Company and auditioned for
them. Not only did he receive
·tary of Washington National.
a recording contract, but a songwriters' contract as well, since he
BULLETIN
writes his own songs.
Elections for sophomore, junior,
According to his contract,
and senior class officers will be Butch will record eight songs per
held Tuesday along with the year, two of which, "Now I
selections for vice-president of Know'~ and "Rockin-Hall" were
the Student Association and jun- released Monday, Sept. 15. On
ion representative. Petitions· are this record he is backed by the
to be in by 10 a.m. Friday.
"Jubilaires" and accompanies

"Butch" McLarey

Williams Elected
foCircle KPost

Jim Williams
Jim Williams, a sophomore
student from Memphis, Tenn ..
was elected governor of the Miss·
ouri-Arkansas District of Circle B
International at the district_ convention in Little Rock.last March
He replaced William L. Morgan.
Duties of the governor of a dis·
trict include establishing as man)
new Circle K clubs on the cam·
puses of colleges in his district
as possible, attending the Inter·
national Circle K convention
presiding at the annual districi
convention, and other executivt.
work.
The governor has a staff consisting of three lieutenant governors, a secretary, and a treasurer.
Jim Norsworthy, a junior frorn
Harding, is serving as the secretary for the district.
Williams attended the interna·
tional Circle K convention Augus'.
25-29, which was held in Hunts·
ville, Texas, and the District Ki·
wanis convention held in Hoi
Springs, Ark., September 21-23
While at the convention in Ho1
Springs, he made a financia·
statement before the Kiwanir
District Board. He was asked tc
be on the committl*! for Circle K
Districts, and gave a full progresE
report to the district before the
general assembly.
Harding has an active Circle K
club, which is an auxiliary of thE
Kiwanis . club and works in cooperation with it.
Officers of the Harding clut
are · Leon Sizemore, pres.; Did
Mock, sec.; Haywood Lloyd
treas.; and Dr. W. K. Summitt.
~iwanis faculty adviser.

Deaf Course Added
To Fall Curriculum

Butch sings all types of popular music and likes all songs that
ll'e good in their particular field.
During the year he would like to
:>rganize an instrumental group
md would like to see anyone who
ls interested in helping form such

A Dactylology club dream came
true last week when eleven students signed up for the cours£
"Physiology and Psychology of
the Deaf" and final approval was
given by the administration for
its addition to the fall curriculum
In 1957 the group organized as
the Dactylology Club with Gary
Blake as president. Enough interest was shown by students in
1958 that Mr. Blake and other
leaders felt that the time wa::
ripe for an accredited course to
be introduced.
"Physiology and Psychology of
the Deaf" is to be a two-semester
course, and two semester hourr
of credit will be given for eacl:
term. This semester the class
meets on Fridays at 6 p.m.
Mr. Roy G. Parks, who is superintendent of the Arkansas
School for the Deaf µi Little Rock,
will . teach the course.
The Dactylology Club will continue to have classes in sign languages even though an accredited
course is being offered.

Aside from his interests in mu3ic, Butch also was a four-year
!:>asketball letterman at Saratoga
:1igh School, Saratoga, Ark., and
1t the same time he made the
highest grades each year. As a
·esult, he has the distinction of
:1 aving the highest grade average
ever made there as well as being
valedictorian of his class and receiving an $800 scholarship.
Following a psychology course
which led to an interest in hyp'.losis, he had a tonsillectomy
which was performed under hypnosis the first such in the
state. This led to further interests and visits to clinics and hospitals. At the present time, he
plans to follow a pre-med. course.

irges any student to confer with
im on any problem.
Following the speech, Dr. Ben;on called for a group discussion
md question session. During
~his discussion he further stated
~hat he does not expect students
~o accept the views of the ad-ninistration unquestioningly and
'1opes that our differences can be
i.pproached m an open and aault
manner.
In connection with this, he
~ncourages a
spirited student
'JOdy and asks only that this
~pirit be directed in to the proper
!hannels.
WiJson Speaks
John Wilson, president of the
·:rar4ing Student Association, as~ured Dr. Benson that "the dif"erences which will arise will be
\andled with dignity and sincerity."
When asked if he had any',hing further to add, Wilson
·eplied, "I'm very encouraged by
~he spirit manifested at this
neeting, and feel certain that if
~he prese~ desire for real under;tanding between the administra~ors and the student body con',inues, we will see great improvenent in student-administration
·elations at Harding this year.
r appreciate the confidence which
T)r. Benson is ·placing in the
)tudent Association this year."
This year's Student Council
~onsists of Benny Stevens, Kir~ten Christensen, Gayle Claunch,
Jarol Thomas, and Bob Silvey.
Expand Activities
Regarding the cabinet, Wilson
l.gain spoke glibly; ''The execu~ive council is planning a much1xpanded sphere of activity th~
vear. It is the job of the cab11et. to implement the decisions of
the council."
The cabinet members of whom
Wilson spoke are; Mavis Baldvin, inter-organization secretary;
lue Vinther, elections secretary;
'jornelius Laird, project secre~ ary;
Peachy Hightower, pro;raming secretary; Judy Parks,
mcial secretary; Gary Blake,
·eligidus secretary; Ed Hightower,
ithletic secretary; Keith Floyd,
'Jress secretary; LaVonne Thomp~n secretary of the cabinet;
qe~ina Clary, Bison editor; and
'Sallie Turner, Petit Jean editor:
Wilson continued, "The cab11et members have been carefully
~hosen.
They are specialists in
<;heir particular fields. Through
'.;heir efforts, the effectiveness of
the association will be greatly
increased.''

~acu lty Contribute

himself on the lead guitar. An::>ther disk is to be released at a
later date.

~group.

ion is of Pl'lramount importance
"o understanding, and therefore

ro Pay-for-a-Day Plan
The "Pay for a Day" plan, a
new program to encourage C?n~ributions by friends of Hardmg
::::ollege who want to help the col~ege meet the budget expenditu~e,
was initiated this month.
Since the college income daily
1.acks $180 to meet expenditures,
the faculty and the Student Association formulated this plan as
a w~y to overcome the problem.
Any person interested in ~e
continued operation of Harding
College may select any day of the
vear
which he wishes to contribute this sum. On "his day"
the person is invited to Harding
'ls an honored guest and his name
will appear on a special "Honor
Board," signifying that his donation made the day possible.
This plan is being supported by
90 per cent of the faculty members. Fifteen agreed to "Pay for
a Day" the first day the plan was
presented. The Honor Board carried the name of President George
S. Benson on the first day of
school and of Dean L. C. Sears
on the second day.

on
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THE HARDING BISON
Searcy, Ark.

What's Your Idea?
Ever since the day long ago when
some bright young man thought up the
idea for the first bow-and-arrow, ideas
have been paying' off to improve the
world we live in.
But don't get the idea that all the'
ideas come from geniuses. Most of them
popped into the heads of everyday J oes
who suddenly stopped what they were
_doing, looked at the thing and ·said to
themselves, "Say why didn't I think of
that before?"
You can make worthwhile sugges~
tions. Of course you can! If you have
:ideas, suggestions or problems, let your
Student Association know about them.
They are here to serve you and make you
hap~.

I

The Bison staff also welcomes your
ideas and critisms. The B-ison is your
paper. Always remember that your ideas
are an important part of the college's
operation. Sound and workable ideas
relating to your college are vitally important to steady improvement and progress.
Remember, Babe Ruth often hit a home
run. But good as he was, he struck out
more often. If you "strike out" on your
first ideas, don't be discouraged. Maybe
your next one will be a "home run."
You only have to make one good hit
to get a start on a good batting average.

Let's Keep It That Way!
Hats off to the caretakers of the
campus grounds! The lovely flowers and
well-kept lawns were not unnoticed by
the hundreds of students returning this
fall. Let's all help them to maintain the
beauty of our campus by making use of
the several waste containers located in
strategic locations: Also we might suggest that a special effort be made to use
the sidewalks rather than tramping out
the grass by cutting corners.

The Voice of Harding Welcomes
Have you heard it? Have you felt it
warmly present about you? If not, perhaps it is because you have failed to
listen or thoughtlessly failed to lend your
senses to feel the touch of its presence.
It is the voice of Harding saying
"Welcome."
'
Her portals are open wide to you.
Won't you come in to be one of our happy
family? We need you, your friendship,
your high morals, your Christian life and
spirit to help keep Harding the place
we lo e , the place where Christian and
American ideals go hand in hand.
So get in the swing - join with a
host of others who have proudly sung and
sing, "Hail to thee, beloved Harding!
Alma Mater, Hail!"

INNOVATION
"An innovation occurs only when a
single mind perceives in disorder a
deep new unity''
The purpose of this column's existance wiU
be to point out in a clear, concise manner the
necessity of wide reading and broad thinking.
We believe that if the various aspects of this
formula are judiciously app_lied, men will continue to produce innovations.
However, without a pattern of activity based
on these principles, growth to mental and soci~l
maturity is hopelessly inhibited. ''Reading is
to the mind what exercise is to the body.'' The
perceptive reader of many and varied works is
stimulated to creativity.
Marcus Aureliu!;l
stated: "the universe is change. Our life is
what our thoughts make it." This mental
growth is necessary if we are going to keep
up with the world around us.
Innovation cannot be accomplished through
conformity to tradition or fad. Cultural lag is
overcome only by collective action initiated by
individual thinking. To conform is to be dull.
To conform is to stagnate. We think that we
must all agree with Thurber that you might as
well fall flat on y'our face as to lean over too far
backward.
An_d so throughout this year it is not with
dogmatic assertation or antagonistic intent but
with sincere desire for deeper understanding that
we will attempt to analyze situations of current
local interest and present ideas which are pertinent to the human situation in general.
"It is better to ask some of the questions
than to know all of the answers." "For I search
after truth, by which man never yet was
harmed."
And so
"The time has come, the Walrus said,
To talk of many things.
Of shoes and ships and sealing wax
Of cabbages and kings.
And why the sea is boiling hot
And whether pigs have wings.' '

The Inner Man
"What is man that thou are mindful of him?"
The Psalmist asked this question not to express
contempt toward man but rather in an effort
to discover what lies within man that merits
God's favor. The answer is simply "the inner
man.''
But, what ls the "inner" man? To answer
this question we ask again the question, "What
is man?"
·
Man is a creature; a flesh and blood being but that is only the natural man. All creatures
are physical beings so this is not a unique
characteristic.
The natural man is goVf~rned by the mind,
so we might conclude that man is an intelligent
being. True; man is an intelligent being. Yet,
there lies deep within us all an element greater
than the mind , a power that governs, yea, controls the mind, which is the inner man - the
soul.
"Fm· who among men knoweth the things of
a man, save the spirit of the man which is in
him."
The natural man is finite or temporal, but the
spiritual man is eternal. The natural man and
all of the world's wisdom that he may have
acquired shall terminate at the grave. On the
other hand, the inner man shall stand responsible forever. Thus this column shall be devoted
to the cultivation of the "inner" man. It is not
our aim to take a negative approach; we choose
only to impart the word of the Lord, believing
that as light dispels darkness, truth dispels
unrighteousness.
We do not consider ourselves
capable of supplying ultimate solutions to all
problems, but we desire to stimulate sincere
meditation upon spiritual things.
It is our prayer that throughout this school
year we might instill deep. within the men .and
women of Harding something that will help
us all to have the right to say, "It is no longer
I that live but Christ liveth in me."
Somewhere, infinitely beyond the ever spiralling galaxies of human thought, swallowing
man's proud ignorance with the boundless perfection of His omniscience, is Jehovah, the only
true God. Dwelling in the warm light of His
own benefaction; charting the flight of a bluewhite star with the thunder of His voice; whose
rings are ever circling comets, and for whom
the universe becomes a sparkling diadem· He
is God'r Here is the maker of kings: the ~one
in the sling of David, the feathers on Ahab's
death arrow. Here i~ the ruler of justice over
all nations, the Brutus of all ambitious men. To
Him. be glory for ever and ever!
And this is He. from whom man had his beginning. For in His infinite wisdom, He has created
man; in His infinite justice, He has ruled over
man; and in His infinite love, He has died for
man. To Him belongs the fruit of man's most
profound worship. And to Him be glory for
ever and ever!
Why then does the earth stand silent?
Where is faithless Israel that the mountains
?re not ringing with the wonder of his magnificence? Is there no congregation of the Lord
to bless His holy name? Is there no Isaiah in
the land whose clean lips may glorify Jehovah?
And the psalms of the young sheep herder,
are they no longer sung? For to Him be
glory f.or ever and ever!
Then stand, you mountains; shout praises to
your Maker! Roar on, you seas; boom yoW'
crashing applause! Fall down, you bloody fin-,
gered Judases; and mock not Jehovah with your
kisses! For He is God! And to Him be glory for
ever and ever and ever! Amen.
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Red butchers (29 million have
died under their rule).
Have we not observed yet that
history repeats itself because we
will not learn its lessons and then
By PEACHY HIGHTOWER
act accordingly? Must we have
another great blood bath as a result of appeasement? A Far EastThe Campus Players really
ern Munich would encourage the started this year off right with a
The Red Chinese have been Reds the world over to further fabulous dinner at the new and
shelling the Chinese Nationalists' -pursue their goal of conquest.
beautiful home of Mr . and Mrs.
islands of Quemoy and Matsu Peace and security is lost when
Glen Wiley. The dinner consince Aug. 23. The artillery fire we appease the communists.
sisted of luc.ious barbecued chicis heavy and continuous. The Everytime we have done it before
Reds have fired on these islands we have reaped sad consequences. ken, butter beans, golden brown
french fries, hot rolls and butter,
before, but now they are playing
We must oppose all efforts of ice cold tea, hot ginger bread
fQr keeps. If shooting fails to those in the U. S. who seek to
gain them their objectives they give the Red Chinese another topped with whipped cream and
steaming Louisiana coffee. Needwill turn to talking.
propaganda victory over the
The Reds have .about 260,000 West. We must not hesitate to less to say everyone was truly
troops on the mainland across inform our congressmen how we content. This dilll).er was for a
from the islands they are attack- feel on this matter. Quemoy to- select group - officers of Campus
They are: President,
ing. They have over 2,000 Soviet day is ll)Jlch like Ethopia was 20 Players.
jet planes and 17 submarines. Al- years ago. There were some then, Peachy Hightower; Vice-Presiso they have five times as much as there are some today, that dent,, Bill Grady; Secretary, Edna
artillery as the Nationalists. They thought such a small territory Knore; Treasurer, Pat Smith;
Historian, Carolyn Davis; Point
are equipped with the latest Sowas of little value. Let us not Keeper, Ann Richardson; and
viet weapons.
make the same mistake again.
Parliamentarian. Larry Robinson.
U. S. Forces Alerted
Symbol of Freedom
Now all Campus Players get
These islands and Formosa, if
The U. S. Seventh Fleet has
200 jet fighters and there are abandoned, would not only be a this! Thursday, September 25,
3,000 more planes in the Pacific terrible psychological blow to the at 6:00, an.o ther party will be
that could be brought into action. Chinese on those islands, but i held at the Wiley's for all memAU U. S. Armed Forces in the Far would cripple morale all over the bers of Campus Players. . It will
East are alerted and ready for free world. A symbol of freedom be a barbequed hamburger fry.
action. These forces are equip- and resistance to tyranny would All members please be present
ped with missles and atomic wea- have been crushed. The West as there will be a business meetpons. The Nationalists have 80,- would have failed the test of their ing afterwards.
000 troops on the islands. For- strength and courage. If we beBig plans are shaping up for
mosa has about 600,000 troops lieve in anything at all that is Campus Players this year. Those
ready for war.
good, it ought to be worth fight- of you who are interested in joinThe little island of Quemoy is ing for.
ing, listen for a chapel announcelocated at the entrance of the
What will defeat us is fear- ment concerning the time for
Red Chinese port of Amoy. Mat- fear of war, fear of failure, and the meeting.
su is at the-entrance of the Red fear of retaliation, ad infinitum.
There are tons of things to do
port of Foochow. The islands We must have courage and inblock the entrance of these ports testinal fortitude in these times. this year, and the President of
and prevent trade from being car- We must have the courage to Campus .Players has great expecried on with the outside world.
face head-on the challenges that tations. See you at the hamburger fry!
With the heavy shelling of daily face us.
these islands it appeared that the
I like the way David Lawrence,
Reds might attempt a blockade editor of the U. S. News and
of them. As this is written a World Report, says it (Nov. 11, Miss Turner Announces
partial blockade has been estab- 1955) : "Realism commands the Petit Jean Staff
lished. In spite of her firing, not West to say frankly to the RusThe staff of the '59- PETIT
a single U. S. ship has been fired sians that they are playing with
upon as they help convoy the fire, that they are · engaging in JEAN has been selected and is
Nationalist supplies.
acts of aggression which, if not functioning under a new method
Both Dulles and Eisenhower abandoned will inevitably lead to of organization this ye!ir.
a world war." Red China is the
. Vital Link
Sallie Turner, managing editor,
are opposed to giving up the isl- Soviet bear'-s claws. The claw and Joe Hightower, business
ands. Quemoy and Matsu are moves when the body wants it to. manager, head of the staff. Other
(Editor's note: Next week Red staff members and their positions
vital for the practical defense of
Formosa which is a vital link in China and the U.N., and her trade include: Judy Parks, photograthe anti-communist chain of the will be discussed among other phic editor; Carolyn Gelley, copy
subjects.)
Far East.
editor; Barbara Galyan, captions
editor; Gary Ackers and Keith '"
Is anyone so riaive as to believe
Floyd, heads; Kay Wilson, laythat if we were to give the Reds Your Ideas Concernin9
these two islands that they would Personal Relations?
out editor; Mary Redwine and
stop all future agression, and beRoberta Rhodes, assistant layout
It occurred to the Student As- editors; Gayle Claunch, art edicome good little innocent, harmsociation
that
some
of
the
new
less communists ? Dulles and
tor; Harnld Tandy, photographer;
Eisenhower, and our military and students might have run into Dr. Joe Pryor, sponsor.
congressional leaders familiar some difficulties while dating at
The assistant editor and assistwith communism say that with Harding, and that some hadn't
ant business manage/ will be
the fall of these islands, Formosa even tried it yet! Then again,
would follow, just as night fol- it occurred to the Student As- elected soon from the junior
lows day. If Formosa falls, what sociation that some of the "old class.
happens next? How long would hands" might have some ques- · Miss Turner has announced the
heads of various sections of the
it be before Burma, Ceylon, South tions and difficulties, too.
So Be~ny Stevens was appoint- book as follows: Jeanette HarVietman, South Korea, and Pakistan would feel the hot breath of ed to choose and head a panel to rington, academic; Joan Lyon ,
the Red bear, if not his powerful discuss "Some of Harding's Dat- senior; Jackie Harrison, undering Problems." The committee classmen; Jeutonne Patton, social
claws?
may not have qualifications, but clubs; Ed Hightower, sports; BetHonor or Appeasement
ty Baker, directory; Becky BarOur honor and our foreign pol- it certainly has variety!
What do you think are "Some ganier, assistant; Carolyn Davis,
icy are at stake. Okinawa and
the Philippines would be endan- of Harding's Difficulties· in Per- Pat Forsee, Dick Mock, Ann Rich- ·~
ardson, Pat Sutherlin, student
gered if Formosa fell. All t he sonal Relations" ?
But this panel is soon going to life.
rest of free Asia would be put in
jeopardy. We are bound by give these gripes a good dusting
In keeping with the new ortreaty, as Dulles has pointed out, so within the next few days, talk ganizational method two things
to defend Formosa against ag- to your Student Association rep- have been done already. Money
gression . A resolution of con- resentative, or a cabinet member, for class pictures,..was taken up
gress gave the President power or put your true story in the Stu- on registration day, and over 600
to defend Quemoy and Matsu. dent Association box installed for students paid then. Also, picWe cannot ignore these obligaYOU JUST MIGHT GET A tures were taken earlier this year
tions. We cannot appease the GOOD ANSWER!
than before.

News Views
Will It Be War
Or Appeasement?

Speechwith Peach
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Faculty Retains
:hampionship By
)weeping Tourney
By Cliff Boatwright
Whi le freshmen were beinf
int rodu ced into college life viE
the freshmen test method anr"
upper-classmen were busily lininr
up their courses for the year
Har ding's well-planned intramural progr am made its rebut .
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The Best Haircuts in
Town Come From
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Wildcats roll over
Springs in a 21-7 victory.
Lanny Casey is stopped in midair after a sizeable gain.

USE BISON ADS

CENTRAL

BERRYHllL'S

Barber Shop
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FROZEN

DELITE

Welcomes
All Harding students back.
Eat Right At The Frozen Delite.

We Specialize in Short Orders

=

i

Sporting Goods

"~

I

We . have the best in

~

all types of sporfs

I

~

OPEN TILL I I :00 FOR YOUR· CONVENIENCE

~

5
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Highway 67 East Near Ten Pen Lanes
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Welcomes Harding Students

Is

Back For The New Year.

a

Satisfy your hungerpains with our

~

~

~f

e

I
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Delicious Short Orders.

§
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~

Welcomes Faculty
and Students

~

~

!a

Come and See Us For
All Your Needs in
~
=
Ready to Wear.
=

I

Open until 11 :00
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Next to Sterlings 5 & 10

Myers Pitches No-Hitter
With one game under their
belts, t he Seniors came back to
slug it out with the Faculty, who
were making their first appearance in the tournament. To
show the students they were not
all "blow" and no "go" the
Facult y defeated the Seniors 5-0.
Bob Myer s, classey hurler for the
Faculty, allowed no hits.
To conclude the tournament
and decide the winner, the Faculty returned to the field along
with the Sophs for another duel.
Both teams went into the game
with easy victories over their
previous opponents. The Faculty
earned one run in the first frame.
Not willing to be outdone, the
Sophs roared back in their half
of the third. Allen Armstron~
cut loose with a hard hit ball
into deep center field for a home
run to score three runs.
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Make Headlee's Your Downtown Home.
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North S'pruce - - - Phone 500
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Ju Go Jus Start Year
With Popcorn Party

f arsity Squad Wins

n Baseball Games
The fine pitching of Doyle
Wood led the varsity baseball
>quad to a 7 -2 victory over the
'reshmea and transfer students
in an intra-squad baseball game.
The varsity won the contest
iespite the combined four hit
;>itching of Jim Brown, Clyde
R.eese, and Ed Higginbotham.
Doyle allowed eight hits, walk3<1 nine, and struck out eight.
rhe non-varsity pitcher allowed
£our hits, struck out five, and allowed eight walks.
LINE SCORE
123 456 789 rh
Non Varsity
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 8
Varsity
1 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 x 7 4

Mohicans Meet
The Mahicans met Monday
night to discuss plans for this
year. The braves elected Art
Voyles to be Little Chief.
Miss Judy Parks, a senior, was
selected to be the club's princess
~d thus will be t he Mohican
~ominee for Petit Jean Queen.
All the braves met at the swimming pool Monday night for a
?Qw-wow. Following their swim
';hey feasted on hamburgers before disbanding.

)cience Club To Hold
:irst Meeting Tuesday

The members of the Ju Go Ju
club started the year off with a
popcorn party after vespers Sunday night, Sept. 14, in Cathcart
Hall. The evening was spent· in
discussing plans for pledge week,
reminiscing over last year's
pledge week activities, relating
the summer's experiences, and
group singing to the accompaniment of Mary Redwine and her ·
ukelele. Also present at t he meeting was Yvonne Fagen, a student
at Harding last year, who was
visiting for the week-end.
Student Association plans to
begin showing movies this Saturday with "The Benny Goodman
Story." 'The Importance of Being Earnest" is next.

The Harding Science Club will
hold its initial meeting this year
!it 7 p.m., Sept. 30, in the small
"luditorium. Dr. Clark Stevens
will present a program dealing
with the character and scope of
science.
A series of programs and dis~ussions led by outstanding stu'.lents, faculty members and professional men will be presented
by the club this year. The subjects of these meetings will be
areas of current interest among
scientists throughout the world.
"The programs will be designed
to interest those who are not
technically inclined as well as
genii majoring in science," says
Gary Ackers, president of the
club.

STOP! SHOP! and SAVE!
with

STERLING STORES
"Be Thrifty"

*

Searcy's Leading 5c - $1.00
Completely Remodeled

*

~
~ We are fully equiped to service all ma~e~ a~d ~

Welcome All Har~ing
Students and Faculty

§models of radio and T. V. sets. We specialize m a
Q hi-fi equipment, and now have the new wonder, ~
~ STEROFONIC Equipment.
~

We have anything you need for infants thru teens.
Three doors west of the Rialto Theater

Save by stopping at the T9T SHOP

=

a

REASONABLE PRICES ON FULLY GUARANTEED woRK.

I
9

I
A Harding Alumnus .
9 l 527 E. Race ·
Phone 398 1
I . (Across from Searcy Truck & Tractor
Co.)
5
15
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Get Acquainted With Your
CITIES SERVICE MEN

SPECIAL
:
One Day Only- Sept. 27

Bowl

Jn

Air-Conditioned Comlorf

Start the new year RIGHT.

FREE CARTON COKES and
SPECIAL BONUS
with I0 Gallons of Gas

Buy a complete bowling outfit

We have a complete assortment of

a
=

n

Registration day at Hardin'
·evealed two significient fact
.his year: there are far fewe
:tudents than last year, and the:
:ome from farther away. Ac·
:ording to preliminary talleys
375 students have enrolled for th£
:all semester. There were 98l
ast fall. Part of this drop is
lttributable to the moving oi
~he Graduate School of Bible an(
R.eligion to Memphis; however,
.;here are fewer freshmen, juniors.
and seniors than last year b)
about ten to fifteen percent. Thl
,;ophomor~ class, on the othei
.1and, increased in number b)
nearly ten percent.
The trend of the geographiclL
distribution of students indicatet
that Harding is becoming mort.
cosmopolitan. There are fewe1
students than last year from
Arkansas and all the surrounclin1:.
states, while there are significant
increases in the number of students from Michigan, Alabama,
Illinois, Indiana, and West Virginia. There are also eight
1ore1gn countries represent.ea.
with a contigent of sixteen students.
The Academy, however, has a
record enrollment. One hundre<i
forty, a new high in itself, came
on registration day and 22 late
enrollees from Little Rock have
recently been added. There are
122 at the Trwning School.

I Nichols Radio & TV Service Ii

THE TOT SHOP

Harding College Faculty and Students ;
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Reveals
)rop In Enrollment

"Ole Men" Not So Old
The Faculty soon painted a
different picture. In the bottom
of the same inning the "Ole
Men" crossed the plate five
times to complete the scoring
for the day. Final score was
6-3 in favor of the Faculty.
The teachers started the year
off right by defending their softball championship of last year.
Their victory proved that another
year of age hadn't greatly hurt
their athletic prowess.

§

We Specalize m Bar-8-Cued Chicken

a Highway 67 East

.T
is

Krohs Ladies
Apparel

~

~

.0

a=~

Seniors Swamp Juniors
Cl ass softball got underwa;y
Tuesday, Sept. 9, when th<
Juniors met the Seniors. Th<
Seniors got things going in a bir
way by racking up five runs ir.
th e first inning of play, three of
which came when Gary Turner
connected for a home run with
two men on .
Struggling to get back into the
game, the Juniors found the goinr
rough. After seven innings of
hard playing they left the field
with a total of three runs. This
was not enough to down the
Seniors, who had managed to put
nine r uns across. George Treadway, Junior pitcher, helped his
own cause with a triple and a
hpme run.
The following Friday the Freshmen found the more experienced
Sophomores too hot to handle.
Piling up 14 runs in four innings
of fast scoring soft ball, the Sophs
took an easy victory over the
Frosh, who came out of the game
with only five runs.

*

~egistration

BAKER CITIES SERVICE
211 East Race Ave.

Phone 1516

Searcy, Ark.

*
*
*

Shoes

Balls
IGCJS

•

*
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Recent Weddings

Beta Tau Gamma
Elect s Pres-Veep

Openho use Pl ans
Discussed By MEA

The Beta Phi Kappa social club
held its first bi-monthly meeting
Monday night, Sept. 15. The purpose of the meeting was to plan
the activities of- the club for the
coming year. The club's participation in sports and possible club
projects were among the items
discussed.

The M.E.A. Club met Monday
night in the room of Martha
Crowell and Carolyn Ainsworth
with Pat Betts presiding. The
girls were very happy to have
Mrs. Bill Hampton, the new club
sponsor, with them.

Old shoes and r ice the t radit ional something old; -something
new, som ething borrowed, and
something blue, and the solemn
"I do" unit ed in marriage several
of Harding's students this summer.
This year the club will be
The new Mr. and Mrs. are:
Rut h Simmons and Bob Glover under the leadership of~ Bill
Delia Beth Stephenson and Bili Branch, pres.; Clyde Reese, viceStafford, Sue Smith and Lee pres.; R. B. Barton, treas.; and
' Smith , Linda Bennett and Eddy Bob Carter and John Faules, reNicholson, Anne Vance and Sam porters.
Kit ching, Anne Belue and Harold ' Miss Mozelle Telchik has very
Norwood, Sue Carruth and Bill graciously consented to be Beta
Dismuke, Glenda McHaney and Phi Kappa's club sweetheart for
Dave MacDougall, Sue Lauer and the thir d consecutive year. Miss
J erry , Seal, Luella Cheney and Telchik is a member of GATA soLeon Clymore, Gwen Mullins and cial club.
Phil Futrell.
Bob Fletcher and Gwen Turbyfill , Carolyn Giles and Lyndal
Yor k , Carolyn Brookshier and Bill
Hogan, Rachel Hawkins and J erry
The first Delta Iota meeting of
Mitchell Kaye Williams and Dee
Hillan, Sandy Landreth and Her- the 1958-59 school year was held
Frat~r members enjoy a Coke with their new club sweetheart,
man Hughes, Rosalie Johnson and Monday, Sept. 15, at 9 p.m.
Juan~ta Lawrence. L. to R. are Ken Maddox, Andy T. Ritchie,
All returning members welRoger Brown.
Juanita, Benny Stephens, David Hobbey, and Jim Walton.
Lottie West and Joe Eddie Mc- comed the club's new sponsor,
Cormack, Margaret Wolfe and Harry Olree, a former club memLarry Nixon. Melinda Cullison ber. He replaces James Atteand Pete Alexander, Jr., Emilie berry, who is now working toTravis and Garrett Timmerman, ward his Ph.D. at the Univer sity
The Frater Sodalis social club
Peggy Wat son and Bill Powers, of Texas.
started their year by electing Lambda Sigmas
Jackie Jones and Don Rusk, . Plans for the coming year were
Juanita Lawrence as their club
Carole Ann Hailey and Danny discussed and Miss Virginia Organ
Hayride;
Elect
Queen
queen at a meeting called by
Casey, Rachel Hamley and Ray- was chosen as club sweetheart.
club president, Benny Stephens,
burn Knight, Lois Robertson and
At
the
first
regular
meeting
of
on Sept. 11. The following Monthe Lambda Sigma social club Stan Schwartz.
day night the club met at the
Miss Linda Crews, senior fro~
swimming pool to discuss briefly
VAUGHN
plans for a great year, after Keiser , Ark., wa s selected club Miss
queen, and plans wer e discussed
which the members took turns
M ERCANTILE
for a hayride. F ifteen old mem- To Wed In Decembe r
ducking each other in the pool
bers remain active in the club
and trying to stay out of the way
20 1 - 205 West Arch
this semester. Club officers are:
Mrs. Lucille Dodd of Rutherof their co-sponsors, Andy Ritchie
Bennie Porter, p res;; Carroll Bee- for d Tenn., announces the enPhone 1
and Bill Hampton.
son, vice-pres.; Noel Lemon, sec.; gagement of her daughter, MariRemember to check the sick
and Gerald Ebker, treas.
lyn June, to Elmo J . (Buddy)
list. The board in the student
Your
Robison, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
center will be kept up to date b y
WESTINGHOUSE
Elmo
J.
Robison,
Sr.,
of
Hugo,
Frater members. Those that are
Okla.
•
Outing
DEALER
sick will deeply appreciate a
Miss
Dodd
attended
Freedcard or visit from you.
For Sigma Taus
Hardeman College, Memphis State
University, and will receive her
Sigma Tau Sigma pr oudly an- B.A. Degree from Harding in
n~unces ~hat for t he second year
She is a m ember of the
By Delta Chi Omega Miss Salhe Turner is the Sigma January.
Oege social club.
Tau sweetheart. Miss Turner is a
Mr. Robison attended SouthThe Delta Chi Omega social se~or, member of the Omega Phi
western Institute of Technology
club has scheduled a swimmin !!' social club , and is editor of the
in Weatherford, Okla., and Harparty at t he college pool for Sept 1959 PETIT JEAN.
BAKE'RY
ding. He will e11ter Gradwohl
29. Fourteen returning members
At t he first meeting of Sigma School of Medical Technology in
are expected t o attend.
Tau, preliminary plans were made St. Louis in January. He was a We welcome Harding ColCarol Bowman was elected for a stag out ing to be held in the
member of the Beta Phi Kappa
vice-pres. at the opening m eeting near future. The officers of Siglect students and fa culty.
social club.
of the year on Sept. 9, to fill the ma Tau are: Ken Vanderpool,
Our
business is to serve
The wedding ·will ·be_December
vacancy left by Lanelle Gammill pres.; Jack Campbell, vice-pres.; 21 in the home of the brideyou
w ith top qua I ity
Miss Bowman, along with Miss Terry Davis, sec.; Charles Redell,
elect' s aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Danice Nelson, has re-entered treas.; and Dick Mock, r eporter .
cookies,
decorated ca kes
Mrs. Coy Bell, in Rutherford.
Harding after a two-year absen ce.
and bakery products.

Harry Ol ree New
De lta Iota Sponsor

Frater Sodalis Discuss Activities

Plan

Marilyn Dodd

Stag

SMITH -

Planned

Splash Party Planned

AL LEN ' S

QUALI TY

LC s Hold Reception
1

Miss J oyce Riggs h as been
chosen as t he new spon sor of the
Las Companeras social club. The
members of t he club entertained
Miss Riggs and Mrs. Amand a Risinger, for mer sponsor of the
club, at an informal recept ion
Sunday afternoon , Sept. 21, in
Cathcart's third floor recep t ion
r oom.
The returning members of t he
club are: Edwina Mills, pres.;
Janet Pierce, sec.-treas. ; June
Cravens, historian; Mildred Davis,
rep?rter; Delores Rickett, Alyce
Smith, Grace Davis, Lawanna
Sells, Aileen Cornish, Barbara
Harris, and Joann Honey.

White House Cafe

G al axies Meet

Plans and ideas about the
and ~n-coming activ1t~es were discussed.
Carolyn
Ainsworth was appointed to be
the representative for the interclub council meeti~s.
Refreshments of cookies and
Cokes were served.
~-house

Bet a Tau Gammas
Meet With Sponsor
The first meeting of the Beta
Tau Gamma social club was held
in the apartment of Miss Irene
Johnson, club sponsor. Norma
Powell was elected pres. and Nelda Walter, vice-pres. to fill the
vacancies left by non-returning
members.. Plans were discussed
for open house, pledge week and
club pins. Following the bu~iness
m e e t i n g, . refreshments wer e
served by Miss Johnson.

At their first regular meeting
of the year, the Galaxy social
club elected Dale Starr vice-president for the current school term .
It was unanimously voted to
accept Miss Claudette Dubois as
club queen, who will represent
the Galaxy at various forthcoming
events.
Plans were discussed for a
chapel program to be held in the
near future, and preparations
were made for a stag party at tbe
home of the club's sponsor, Kenneth Davis, J r.
The meeting ended with the
devouring of a cake, given to the
members by t heir newly elected
queen.

WELCOME

To

Bradley's
Barber· Shop

..

103 W. Market
A CHRISTIAN SHOP
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The Elizabeth Ann Shop
Teens - Junior a nd Women's Apparel

i~
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Thre e doors west of th e Rialto Theater

Ea st End Barber Shop
·
1515 East Race Street
"Across from Harl' s G arage"

This is a special invitatio n to all Ha rding
students and fac ulty to visit our new sho p.

***

T. V.
Comfortable Chair
Free Parking

WE SPECIALIZE IN FLATTOP8
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

I 13 E. Center Ave.

Phone 353

Joe Cun ningham

Raymond Hill

We serve good home cooked food .
Our pleasure is pleasing you .
Anything from a snack to a full course dinner

811 E. Race Ave.

1-1.arding Faculty and Students
'.:

HARDING STUDENTS

Throughout the years 1934 • 1958
you have hqd our praise and friendship.
Glad to have you back ...
Come in -

Today we offer you our congradulatlon and wish for you another successful
year.

brouse around .

We're here to se rve you .

OUR THANKS

Searcy's Finest

6 for .$1.00

Largest selection of
Suits - Slacks
Sports coats - Shirts
Ties, shoes and other mens
items.

Our new

La undrette

Wilco Laundrette
Phone 339

What an asset to Searoy!

Your College Shop . . .

Washed
and Ironed

**
*

g
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WELCOME

remodeled
also has
Fluff dry service
Dry Cleaning
Laundry washed,
dried and pants
finished.

-

Open a charge ac count
now ••.

Elliott Arnholt's Men's Wear
1101 E. Race -

Arou nd. the Corner from Hardi ng

Phillis Smith

Mrs. R. H. Bra nch

Jim Smit h

MAYFAIR l-IOTEL

European Club Meets~
Projects Discussed

11

The European Mission Club, di- ·
rected by Jerry Jones, met Sept.
12, in Sewell Hall to disCllSS fut ure programs and a project to
send Gospel maps to European
missionaries.

The Harding chapter of Circle
K International was on hand to
meet trains and busses bringing
students from many places at
the opening of the 1958-59 school
year . Several tons of luggage
'were hauled to the campus as
Circle K members performed numerous errands and services for
new ar rivals on campus.
This was the initla\ project of
the yea.r's activities being planned
by the organization. Other projects will include ushering at
Lyceum programs, Student Association work, assistance with
the Freedom Forum and many
other services around the campus.
"Service" is the key note of
the Circle K Club. This organization is similar to the Kiwanis
and other service clubs but works
exclusively at the college level.

Strong Armed Men"
Provided By Circle K

The club, founded by Otis Gatewood and sponsored by Miss
Irene Johnson, is for those interested in European mission fields
or wanting to learn of European
culture and customs. Members
are kept in contact with missionaries throughout Europe, who in
turn keep the club informed on
the present situat ion and possibilities of mission work.
The club meets ever y other
Tuseday at 9 p.m. in Apt. D of
Sewell Hall. Everyone is invited
t.o attend the next meeting, Sept.
23, when methods of contact will
be discussed.
Circle K "Strong Armed Men" aid students by unloading luggage.

S.N.E.A. Plans Year

ENJOY

The Student National Education Association, which is credited
with being the largest chapter in
the state, met Sept. 18 for its
organizational meeting.
Plans
were discussed for launching the
membership drive, and Joan Epp
was elected sec.-treas.
The chapter is looking forward
to breaking their own membership record this year.

Made Right Here In Searcy
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Lucas
of Morrilton, Ark. announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Jean
Allan, to Bobby 'Lee Carter, son
of Mrs. Emma Carter, Beech
Grove, Ark.
Miss Lucas is a member of
Oege social club and Mr. Carter
is a member of the Beta Phi
1lt• • +
Kappa social club. Both are
• sophomores at Harding.
The wedding will take place
I Dec. 19 at the Church of Christ
Ii
in Morrilton, Ark.
The couple will continue their
education at Harding.
j
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For Wedding Consultant S·ervice
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Special Discounts on Banquet Orders
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THE GREEN BARN FLORIST
North Oak

Jean Lucas Plans
December.Wedding

Phone 336
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Wood ·Freeman
Lumber Co.
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Lovebright Diamond RinCJs

*

The registered diamonds that assure you of permanent
FINE STERLING SILVER by Gorham,
value always.
Towle, Wallace and International.
CHINA by Lenox ~="'=and Syracuse.
CRYSTAL by Tiffin, Glastonbury.
:
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Two watch repairmen for the finest in

~

JEWELRY and WATCH REPAIR

!

OPEN AN EASY PAY CREDIT ACCOUNT

a:

with no interest at

E

i
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PARRISH JEWELRY
Phone 431

Court Square

i

Searcy, Ark.

Welcomes all Harding students and faculty members
back for a new year.....
We have supplies of every
description for the home
builder or remodeler needs.
We also suggest ideas and
plans for building or remodeling.

Come See Us

I

Ii

and
Save Now and Later
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Welcomes
ALL HARDING STUDENTS AND FACULTY

AEX Begins Activities

Andy T. Ritchie was unanimously elected sponsor of the
Oriental club for the second consecutive year at the meeting held
Friday evening, Sept. 19. It was
decided that the club would. meet
Tuesday evenings at 6:30 rather
than Friday evenings at 7:30 as
was the previous practice.
Since this was the first meeting of the year, Malcolm Parsley,
pres., explained to new members
the purpose and functions of the
club, its history, and possible
projects for the coming year. He
also included the fact that Oriental languages may be taught outside of club time.
At present, the Oriental club is
in the process of sending books
to Korea to aid in building a
library for a proposed Christian
college there. A tape is also being made to send overseas to a
missionary in the Orient c_ontaining questions of the members
concerning the work and the people there.
The club extends an invitation
to all students t6 attend the
meetings each week.
Movies,
speeches, and many other things
concerning the life of the people
in the Orient will produce a full
schedule for the coming year.

The home of J runes A. Hedrick
was the meeting place for the
A.E.X. club Monday, Sept. 14, at
9 p.m. Mr. Hedrick, club sponsor, and wife served refreshments
of sandwiches, cake, and punch.
Gayle Claunch was elected club
sweetheart for the second year
in succession. Plans were also
completed for the purchasing of
the new club stationery from the
print .shop.

Buy From BISON Ads!
tft1-D1-vM- SAf-..t-JIK-lll-a-tfll-tlt!1

I .

Shop at

I~ VAN-ATKINS I

I

Reginas Begin Year
With Bunking Party
The Regina social club began
the new school year with one of
their many planned activities a bunking party at the home of
their sponsor, Mrs. Joe Pryor, on
Sunday evening, Sept. 14.
The evening was spent in playing games, working on club calendars, and e,ating hamburgers,
ice cream with strawberries,
fudge, and brownies.
After completely exhausting
themselves, seventeen members
finally settled down in the early
hours of the morning to obtain
some much-needed sleep and rest.

Omega Phis Welcome
Returning Members
The Omega Phi social club held
its first meeting · Monday, Sept.
22, at Echo Haven. Following a
brief business meeting, the girls
were served refreshments. Juanita Lawrence and Gail Hesson
were welcomed back into the
club. The meeting closed by singing the club song. ·
The officers for the first semester are: Linda Crews, pres.;
Betty Balter, vice-pres.; Pat McKay, sec.; Harriet McClellan,
treas.; and Shirley Cox, reporterhistorian.

Miss Pat Sutherlin modeling
one of the dresses from the
Elizabeth Ann Shop that will
be seen in the Home Economics
Club Style Show.

Fashion Show
To Be Presented
The Home Economics Club will
honor all freshmen girls Tuesday
night, Sept. 30, at 6:30 in the
Large auditorium with a style
show, featuring . clothes appropri ate for all campus occasions.
Twenty college girls will model
clothes from the Elizabet h-Ann
Shop in Searcy. Another high light of the evening's activities
will be entertainment by various
people on campus.
This program has been planned
as a means of interesting all college girls in becoming a part of
the Home Economics Club.
The faculty and staff women
and all college girls are cordially
invited to attend.

''I Wish I Were---"
?arty Held By Gatas

The GATA social club had an
"I Wish I Were--" party Sunday
night, Sept. 14.
"I wish I were-a cat, so that
1
I could have nine lives," explained
1
a practically unidentifiable GATA
dressed all in black, complete
with ears and whiskers .
After each member had exbuys
plained what she wished she were
!11-UJ1- •H- 1•1-w1_ ,.._.,_.,_,._,.,_,+
and the reason why, sandwiches
•:•2111111111111n111111111111n1111111111nn111111111111n111111111111m11111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111rn11111m2
and Cokes were served by hostesses Judy Parks and Pat Forsee.
This proved to be a will-breaking
5 temptation to those on a diet .
A short business meeting was
held.

I
!
!

I

M. M. Garrison Jeweler

The Woodson Harding Comrades greet the new school year
with big plans, high hopes, and
a new sponsor, Mrs. Betty Ulrey.
1frs. Ulrey, the wife of Dr. ·Evan
Ulrey, head of the Speech Dep&rtment, is a former WHC.
Although the ranks of the club
have been temporarily thinned
this fall by engagements, marriages, and spring graduation, the
returning members are anticipating another active year. Under
the new officers, Jeannette Har- '
rington, pres., and Dortha Putman, vice-pres., plans are · being ,
discussed. concerning bunking
parties, pledge week, a third
function, and the traditional
Country Supper.
These officers will be assisted
by Ruth Buchanan, -sec.; Yvonne
White, treas.; Pat Stein, historian-parliamentarian; and Jeutonne
Patten, reporter.

Ritchie To Sponsor .
58-59 Oriental Club

'

*
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New WHC Sponsor

... the
store where
your dollar
more
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ID'EAL SHOP
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We now have on display beautiful, and artistic Chrystal, China,
and Sterling Silver. · You have once dreamed of having your own
set, now make that dream come true. It can and will if you come
to Garrisons.
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Watch Repairs
Jewelry Needs

YOUR BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE

Engravings
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WITS

I

YOU!

·Gifts bought at Garrisons engraved FREE

Member F.D.l.C •.

In Searcy Since 1905
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VIN(:ENT PRICE • PATRICIA OWENS
HERBERT MARSHAL\.
~
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We Sell Only Nationally Advertised Products
We sell only nationally advertised products
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Student Association Makes Campus Life Brighter!
I
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Freshmen get acquainted at social planned by themselves and SA.

Individual ists Held
Fi rst Meeting Thurs.

Harding's I.S.I. objectives are:
to study the major political sys-

philosophies of

world, to inform the public about a few activities for the coming Mattox Visits Harding
these systems, and to support year . Officers elected were Marmore effectively American con- garet Nixon, vice-pres. and Bob In Interest of LCC
stitutional government., _
Dr. F. W. Mattox, former Dean
Carter, reporter. The other offiIn past meetings members have cers of the club are Evelyn Mc- of Students at Harding and now
covered such topics as "Commupresident of Lubbock Christian
nism - What It Is and How to Laury, pres. ; Jean Lucas, sec- College in Lubbock, Texas, has
Fight It," "Socialism Today," sev- treas. ; and Donna Peaugh, his- been in Searcy since Sept. 20 in
eral book and magazine article torian.
the interests of LCC. He is rereviews, and have heard outIn order for each member to membered by many students, alstanding speakers from the test his or her ability in photog- umni and teachers for his fifteen
School of American Studies.
raphy, the club plans to have a years of service as professor here.
Dr. Mattox is encouraged at
One of the highlights was a number of contests this year. This
meeting and discussion period encourages each member to try the prospects for continuing
with Herbert A. Philbrick, former his own ideas and also enables growth and improvement at the
communist undercover agent for him to acquire new ideas from year-old sch ool in Lubbock.
the F.B.I., on the action of the his fellow members.
He stated that this year there
Anyone interested in photog- are 287 freshmen and sophomores
Communist party in the United
States today.
raphy is eligible to become a enrolled at LCC, a 250% gain
member of the club. Being a over last year. The faculty has
member entitles the person to use been increased to twenty-four,
the club's chemicals, enlargers, and a new well-designed adminisand other equipment and 'to par- tration-classroom building has
ticipate in any club function. If just been erected.
you do ot know how to develop
It is planned that LCC will reThe Camera Club held its first pictures the other members will main a junior college until the
meeting Thursday nigh.t, Sept. 18. teach you. The dues are only demand for upper division work
The purpose of this meeting was one dollar per semester. This fee becomes too great for such
to elect two new officers to re- covers all the activities including :;chools · as Harding and Abilene
place two that did not return to an outing in the spring plus the Christian to handle. Dr. Mattox
school t his year and to discuss use of the chemicals.
explained.

____

The Harding College chapter of
the Inter-Collegiate Society of Individualists held their first meeting of the 1958-59 school year
Thursday night in the American
Studies lounge. The new officers are: Kelso Waters, ·president;
Bob Silvey, vice-president; and
Lynn Merrick, secretary-treasurer.
An open meeting will be held
Sept. 30 in the American Studies
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Bob Silvey
will speak on conditions in Europe as he found them. All students, staff, and faculty are invited to attend.
LS.I. is a new organization
formed last year under the sponsorship of Dr. Clifton L. Ganus,
dean of the School of American
Studies. It is an affiliated branch
of the National LS.I., whose headquarters are in Philadelphia, Pa.

tems and

SA information boot h distributes identification tags to all studen ts.

the

d

Wat ermelon feast, sponsored by SA, causes mouths to open!

It Always Rains On Registration Day!
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Camera C lu b Elects
Two New Office rs

The Student Associat ion was very helpful but t heir efforts to
stop t h e rain were in vain.

Stotts Drug Store

PRINTING

PRESCRI PTI ONS

103 W. Arch

• • •

Manufactured to your Specifications.
We take pride in our ability to skillfully use type, ink,
paper and labor to make for you the very finest in all types
of printed material.
Call or bring your requirements to us. We will help
you plan the details and produce your iobs efficiently and
economically.

Phone 33

At Last • • . A Knitted
Sportshirt For
All Casual W e ar
It's The

·~

~
'-Z-8

.

~.

..

"Good Printing is seldom cheap: Cheap printing is seldom good."

1213 East Center Avenue

Telephone 708

Herman West, manager • •• Res. Phone 1461

Cothern's Men's Store
Fo rme rly Curtis Walker's
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tSportsman's
View
!
A glance at the Intramural
Bulletin Board by some not very
well informed person might be
misleading. One's first impression is that Cecil Beck has persuaded Fayetteville's Razorbacks
and the University of Tennessee's
popular · Volunteers, as well as
Darrell Royal's Longhorns and
Bud Wilkinson's Sooners, to. put
on a football exhibition at Hardi:ng College Friday and Saturday
nights.
A closer look would reveal
that the Intramural Sports Director ·hasn't gone to that extreme
to have entertainment for Harding sports fans. He has, however, provided for some extremely
exciting and entertaining "headbutting" featuring local talent.

•

The absence of such names as
Huel Evans, Paul Huff, and Jerry
Mitchell, stars of last year,
doesn't make the line-ups any
less formidable. It wouldn't be
at all surprising if this year's
crop of talented freshmen produces another Bob Fletcher or
Marsh Goodson, former Harding
gridiron greats.
The following analysis of the

Put yourse lf

ou r

in

shoes

Heur's Shoe
Store
West of Court House

i!

strong points1 and weaknesses of
:-farding's 1958 intramural football teams was written by Curry
Peacock. After careful consideration of each team's potentials
your editor has seen fit to arrange the teams in the order
whkh appears below.
Oklahoma

Coach Curry Peacock of the Big
Red will defend on a multiple
offense to keep his attack moving . Boasting a couple of smooth
passers, the team will probably
take to the air lanes often. The
outccmc of Oklahoma's season
will depend on the blocking of
the inte.·ior linemen on the
straight-ahead series, since the
backfield is very light. Barring
serious injuries, Oklahoma should
present considerable trouble in
several games.
The line rounds out with Peacock, Richard Carter, · Danny
Skipper. and Bill Grady at the
ends. Peacock and Carter will
probably get the starting nod,
with Grady bearing much defensive respcmsibility. Duane McCollough, Jim Miller, and Bob
Dunham are guards. Ron Rhodes
and Jack Baldwin are the tackles,
playing offense and defense, respectively. Baldwin, a returnee
from last year, is expected to
develop into one of the most
improved players on the gridiron
this year. David Newell will be
a steady worker in the pivot
position.
·
James Stone, .Quarterback; Billy
Mac Smith, fullback; and Ken
Cottrell, halfback, compos.e Oklahoma'.s swift backfield combination. Kenny Dunn will play half-

PATRO.NIZE YOUR
BISON ADVERTISERS .

alu!~u~ ~ H!~~g~ I C E

finest ends Harding spectators
have seen in a long time. Hif
hard blocking and sticky-fingerec'
pass receiving will make him a
solid choice for all-stai: honors.'
John Richert will be picked as
tailback. His passing and running are qu ite adequate• to fill
the position. If passer Richert
can find the range to Escue, they
will develop into a deadly duo
Ed Higginbotham is the big man
in the backfield. In his short
position he is capable of receivingthe ball and powering straight
ahead or han dling off to either
the tailback or wingback in the
spin series. Don Bullock and
Eddie Whalen will see action at
wingback.
Rugged Nolan Sonnier wilJ
probably be .called to play defensive guard, as will big Jim Bohannon. Carl Goad and Sam Brooks
will be capable reserves.

Texas
Coach Cliff Sharp of the
Texans has all the football brains
necessary for a winning' ball
team. His brand of football is
the unbalanced single wing with
straight power plays. The Longhorns possibly have the finest
line of all this year with several
goqd freshmen holding key positions. Sharp will use his talent
at the center position.
Jerry Escue, Ed Green, Ronald
Kersh, and Glen Randolph round
out the unbalanced line. Escue
could well develop into one of the

The backfield looks potent.
Newcomers Fred Martz and Jim
Heath will operate at halfback
on the T formation and as fullback and wingback respectively
in the other formation. Ben
Camp looks especially good at
quarterback on the T and as tailback in the single wing.
AI
Lynds will fill in at defensive
halfback.
The line looks capable enough
with Darbell Silkman, Bill Bohannon, and Jack Esslinger at ends.
Although Silkman is actually the
only end with experience, Bo-
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back on offense and safety on
defense.
Arkansas
Coach John McCoy. at the helm
of the Razorbacks this year, may
find victories a bit fewer than
last year when he was directing
the Oklahoma Sooners. Although
McCoy has adequate facilities in
most positions, he has failed ·t o
find a center and must try to
develop one.
An ample supply of backs will
allow McCoy to use two units.
Tom Myers, Jim Martin, and
Wayman Epp will comprise t he
T unit, and bave Meadows, John
Hazelip, and Bruce Burton will
operate from the single wing
formation ,
With Neal Stine, Dickie-Sherer,
Jim Gazaway, Benny Whaley and
Dave Meadows alternating •at
guard, th~ position seems loaded
with talent. Whaley and Meadows will probably get the starting nods, depending on the type
offense that is run. McCoy, who
won the outstanding lineman
trophy last year, is out to repeat
the honor. On the opposite end,
Hazelip should develop into an
accomplished ball-player with
more
·
heh " d h'
expenence
m
im.

.
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Day. Phone 420

Deluxe
Barber Shop
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and another good hoopster with
iuite a reputation as guard, Jean
Hockett.
Had the first inning gone down
on the books as only a practice
inning, the frosh would have
made a much better showing.
They watched amazed and seemingly helpless at times as 18
sophomore tallies stacked up
against them. However, in innning two they allowed only four
.r\lns. Final score 22-0.
Umpiring the game and giving
occasional aid to the underdog
was Miss Joyce Riggs of Wichita,
Kans., the new teacher of several
women's P. E. classes. Under her
supervision the intramural pro.gram will be different from any
of the programs of the past years.
Included in the program will
be swimming, archery, basketball,
track and field, ping pong, badminton, shuffleboard, softball,
tennis, and perhaps skish, a game
in which the participant tries to
hit a goal several feet away with
a lead sinker attached to a fly
rod (that is a fishing pole to
some) .

Modern
Shoe Store

Cato's ·
Barber Shop
We We lcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business

(Across from
Van-Atkins)

Excellent
Shoe Repair Service

j

I.
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Brand s you kn o w,
Shoes yo u lo ve.

218 W. Arch
~===================~~:::::::====::::::~:-::::::-::::::'.::::~·

CONGRATU LATIONS STUD ENTS

Welcomes all Ha rding Students and Faculty
to visit ou r studio . W e have all your picture
needs.

tr
tr

Jearcy, Ark.

Competition will be by class
and social clubs and in tournament play will be single elimination only. · There will also be a
point system of some sort for
those enthusiasts who want to
hannon and Esslinger should de- earn various awards.
velop into dependable ballplayers.
The very athletic girl will find
The Volunteers boast two aggressive guards in W. 0. Mowery her outlet in girls' gym night
and Earl Wright. Both are tough which will be Thursdays from
competitors and should wreak 7 until 9 o'clock. Miss Riggs will
havoc in the middle of opposing have super.vision of the activities
lines. Coach Figgins and George on this night. She has also hintKnapp will share the center posi- ed at tumbling and exercises for
tion, and Figgins will likely see hefties or just anyone wanting to
get in trim.
action as guard.

parts, accesso ries I
RENTALS
j
110 E. Cente r
Ph . 1456 j
Searcy, Arkansa s
:'

Repair,

Cooper I

TH E HARDING BISON

"Right off the bat" the women's intramural sports program
began last Thursday with a softball game designed to develop
"class consciousness." For the
irst time in quite a few year~
these games are being played
with th e aim of upholding the
reputation of t h e various classe$
Eager sophomores met anticipating freshmen, who so far seem tc
have the_ir greatest potential in
~he academic field, on the softball diamond.
The juniors and seniors were
represented by two and one respectively. Are none of you women interested in proving or im-,
'.>roving the superiority always attributed to upperclassmen? If
this class competition is to be a
success, there will have to be
more evidence of class loyalty
and spirit.
In spite of an extended irst
i.nning with the sophomores at
the plate, the game had moved
into the third inning by its.termination at five p.m. From a team
of eight the sophs had Karen Fry
with versatility in all sports
Diana Woodie of the swift feet.
Edna Lamberson, an outstanding
tennis and basketball participant,

j
j
Universal & Hoover j

William Walker Studio

Complete Car Servicing

WALTER E. DAWSON
Washing - Lubrication - Battery Charging
Pick-Up and Delivery Service
Your Patronage Will Be Apprecia ted
E. Race and Blakeney
Phone 921

1111 -

11t1-111- i w -1111-11u-•-tru-1-f.
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West Sid e of
Court House

Anti-Freeze

SUPE R CONOCO SERVICE STATION

Wa lls

Me lton

·I

Night Phone 8.54-W

to

1111 -

JOHNSON
SEWING
CENTER
j
•
Name Brand
Sewing Machines

J Yo1/re Welcome J

W e lcomes a ll Harding Stu dents a nd Faculty ~
:_~
Ba ck for a new year.
§c
We have complete auto service with the

5

Tennessee
With only a few boys with
playing experience Coach Jerry
Figgins may be com.in.g into a
lean year. However, barring in- .
juries, this team could play some
excellent footb all and upset some
of the favored teams.

Girls' Club Sports
Show Interest

tr

Portra its

-1:r

Fil m

On Your
o ·pportunity to Attend Ha rding College
Let

Us

L 0 0 ·K! ! !

Se rve

You

Yo ur name stamped in beautiful gold lette rs

FREE

SECURITY BANK

on any Bible purchased in our store.

"A Friendly Institution"

Commercial Printing Company, Inc.
Phone 1701
Searcy, Ark.

FAMILY SHOE. STORE
Wishes a hearty
I .

Welcome
TO ALL OLD STUD ENTS

MAHAN TYPEWRITER CO.
Clary Busin ess Ma c hine s

Royal Typ ewriters

AND ALL NEW COMERS
305 North Spring St.

Searcy

Across the street from White County Motor Co.
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Academy Wins Over Heber.Springs
But Bows To Alert Conwai Squad
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Harding Academy opened itr~,~-----------1958 football season Sept. 11 by
Late in the third quarter Sherpolishing off Heber Springs 21- 7
1on Martin, 170-pouI).d end from
Capitalizing on Heber's mistaker
Ieber, caught a long pass deep
and showing a powerful grounc
n Wildcat territory. A 15-yard
attack, the Wildcats rolled over
)enalty gave them a first down
their smaller opponents and es·
>n the Harding eight.- yard line.
tablished themselves as a stron[
ln the third down shifty Jim
team.
\lexander crossed the goal for
Ieber Springs' only touchdown.
Capitalize on Fumbles
L'he try for an extra point was
Harding's first score came latr :uccessful and Harding's lead was
in the first quarter. John Jones ;rimmed to seven points.
Wildcat quarterback, punted dear
The local boys received the
on Heber's four yard line. Afte·
three unsuccessful attempts to get 'ci.ck-off and ground out three
out from under the shadow o' mccessive first downs. Piloted
their own goal posts, Heber waf ')y replacement Carlton Burke,
forced to punt. A fumble of thr ;he Wildcats added their final
snap from center and an incom· ;core when Timmy Rhodes replete desperation pass gave thr ~eived a pitchout from Burke and
Academy possession on the eigh' :kirted right end for 13 yards and
yard line. After a penalty, Jone- ;he touchdown . .Reversing direcions, Tommy Bryant ran around
legged 13 yards for the touch·
eft
end untouched for the extra
down. Lanny Casey added the
>0inlt. The game ended with a
point.
~2 -yard run to the Wildcats' 38In the second period a Wildca' Ieber Springs back. Final score
fumble on their own 19-yard linr vas Harding Academy 2·1 , Heber
put them in hot water. Hebe- }prings 7.
rapidly took advantage of the op·
portunity by making a first do:vr
The Wildcats bowed to Conon the eight. Sterling defens1w.
Nay's alert "B" team in their secline play by Tate, Lacy, Dean, anr
)nd game of the season. The
Williams, however, stalled the of~onway team capitalized on four
fensive and set them back to th<
farding fumbles and several mis15 in four plays. The Academ··
;akes for two touchdowns to win
took over on downs, and half·
~he game by a score of 13-6.
time found the Wildcats leadinr
7-0.
Fumbles Hurt
Near the end of the first quarMarch 61 Yards
~er Harding fumbled on Conway's
Coach Goodson's boys score<' 28-yard line. Conway recovered,
again early in the second half ind two plays later fullback
marching 61 yards for the tally Rocky Lynch broke loose for a
They racked up three first downf 32-yard run to the Wildcats 38en route, with Rhodes, Weeks yard line. On the third down,
and Casey sharing running honors. Timmy crossed the doublestripe from nine yards out.

First Downs
Net Yardage
Punts
Fumbles
Passes Att.
Passes Comp.
Interceptions
Yards Passing
Penalties

H. Spr.

Harding
17
233,
2
2
2

10
174
4
2
6
1
0
o·
1
0
33
40yds. 45 yds.

Club Softball Begins;
reams Closely Watched

Conway quarterback, Danny Stell
went ov.er for a touchdown from
the 35-yard line.
Harding received Conway's
kickoff and committed another
error by fumbling on'" their own
33-yard line. Conway failed to
score as the Academy line bracec
and held. Conway recovered another Harding fumble before the
half ended but failed to score.
In the middle of the third quarter Harding started another drive.
Pete Weeks .spearheaded the
drive to the opponents 20-yarc
line 'Yhere Conway held and took
over on downs. Two plays later
Conway fumbled on their 30-yard
line and Weeks recovered for the
Wildcats.
Scoring Attempt Fails
The Cats took over and Lanny
Casey drove for two consecutive
first downs to the Conway sevenyard line. A combination of runs
by Casey and Rhodes brought the
pigskin down to the one-foot line.
A fumble by quarterback John
Jones kept the Wildcats
scoring.
Harding Conway
First Downs
10
4
Passes Attempted
2
.2
Passes ·Completed
1
0
Fumbles Lost
4
2
Penalties
10 yds. 46 % yds.
Punts
3
3
Net Yardage
209
277
Conway took over and two
plays later punted to their own
40-yard line. It looked as if Harding might have another chance
at scoring, but the Cats fumbled
again on a pitchout to Tim
Rhodes. Conway recovered and

Lanny Casey (21) finds escape impossible.
two plays later Rat Houtchins
skirted the right end for a 52yard touchdown run. Lynch converted.
The lone Harding touchdown
came late in the fourth quarter
on a dazzling touchdown run by
Lanny Casey around end from the
51-yard line. Harding failed to
convert, and the final score was
Conway "B" 13, Harding Academy 6.
BriHiant defensive work by
Dean, Casey, and Rhodes high-

lighted the Wildcats' defensive.
Drives up the middle by Pete
Weeks helped l!arding a great
deal on offense, but Conway's
heads-up ballplaying proved too
much for Harding.
The turning point at Little
Rock comes Saturday. Elections
will be held on school integration.
Twenty thousand must vote
''yes" for the four high schools
to open integrated.

Six of Harding's social clubs
took the field Monday, September 15, in the first round of
the double elimination softball
The Mohicans defeated the Sigma Tau's 12-6,
<tnd the Sub T's overpowered the
<\lpha Phi Kappa team 9-4. Theta
'\.lpha Gamma took Galaxy by
'1. · score of 11-4.
and Lambda
Sigma advanced into second
·0und pla" by means of a forfeit
~y an undermanned AEX team.
The teamc; are ck sely matched
'. is year, but a slici:ht edge is
•iv€''1 tQ the Mohicans. Sub T:-16
' nr! Tl-eta Alpha Ga~ma. The
·u>~e:--mial champs, Sub T-16 might
'1e slightly weaker this se::i<;on due
·-') the loss of such st!l!warts as
~arrett Timmerman, Bill Staf'ord, and the Vanderpool twins.
"heir hittinl{ and fielding ability
·'1ould certainly not be underesti'1"~Prl, however.
The Mohicans looked vet-y ~ood
·t. time<> while beating Sigma Tau.
"he bats of Gerald Casey, Fred
\fossey, and Allen Armstrong are
:u,..e to figu re in the champion1hip race.
The experienced TAG's are the
-lark horses in this tournament,
-vhile Sigma Tau has an outside
~hance of coming through the
'oser's column for a bid at the
::hampionship.
It's going to be a good race,
md if you students want to see
mme good softball come out and
support these clubs. Club softball games will be played on
Mondays, weather permitting.
Lyceum n~bers this year will
include Shakespear's "Twelfth
Night," a marionette show, a
group of Austrian falle dancers,
and a program of classical jazz.
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DARDEN'S
KEEP-U-NEAT
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Phone 206 and 531 For Pickup Service
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Searcy, Arkansas

GREETINGS
It has been our good fortune to have the good
fellowship and patronage of Harding students. We
invite you to visit our store where you will hear
the finest of recorded music.

West Book Store
Hi Fi Players Filing Equipment School Supplies
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Congratulations

"'COl(tH IS A lttQISTUro fRACt•M Al'U( . COltVAIOHT

c 1'51 THE COCA~cou COMl'I
ff

To all new Students of
Harding College ... Wish
you the best of everything.
" Best place in

WELCOME

town to trade''

SOUTHERN
AUTO STORE

1200
COLORS

~"'
~
ft]

....

-~

Students an~ Faculty ...
Both Old and New
We sincerely wish to you a new and
happy year at Harding. We have both
small and large banquet service for any
size party. We are looking forward to
your visit with us ....

~

• Oil Flat
Latex
• Semi-Gloss
•
Gloss
• High
• House Paint
Spectro-Matic
Paints

~ oBERSON'~
~ENDEZVOUS
~ E-STAURANT

Gosh frosh!
how'd you catch on so quick? Catch
on to the fact that Coca-Cola is the
hep drink on campus, I mean. Always
drink it, you say? Well-how about
dr9pping over to the dorm and
downing a sparkling Coke or two with
the boys. The man who's for Coke
is the man for us.

The 3 R's of Good Eatin9
GARNER-McKENNEY
SUPPLY COMPANY
221 West Market

SERVING

GOOD FOOD

FOR

26

YEARS

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

· COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO •.OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas

